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The OD-1X launches the famous BOSS overdrive into a 
modern era of expression, delivering an unmatched level of 
performance for guitarists with an ear for tone. This  
next-generation stomp combines over 35 years of innovation 
in pedal design with the most advanced technologies, 
bringing you a completely new tonal experience that’s only 
possible with the legendary expertise of BOSS. Prepare to 
be amazed—the inspiring and ultra-responsive OD-1X will 
change your thinking about overdrive pedals forever.

Special Edition BOSS Pedal with Premium Tone

 ■ Special edition BOSS overdrive pedal with next-generation sound, 
feel, and response

 ■ All-new design provides a superior playing experience that’s 
unattainable with analog overdrive pedals

 ■ Powerful real-time processing delivers rich, wide-range sounds with 
natural compression 

 ■ Bold, high-definition tone that’s also smooth and refined
 ■ Preserves the unique tonal characteristics of different guitars and 
pickup types 

 ■ Very low noise, even with high-gain settings
 ■ Drive, High, and Low knobs offer a wide range of sound shaping not 
found in typical stompbox pedals 

 ■ Striking appearance with exclusive chrome knobs and control plate, plus vintage silver knob for battery compartment access 
 ■ Features BOSS’ innovative Multi-Dimensional Processing (MDP), realized with proprietary technology and custom DSP

Plug Into the Ultimate Overdrive Experience
The OD-1X delivers overdrive unlike 
any pedal ever made, with an all-new 
dimension of sound quality, clarity, and 
tonal range. Thanks to BOSS’ magical MDP 
technology, every note on the fretboard 
sounds flawless, with fat tones when riffing 
leads and a smooth, transparent grind 
when playing chords. At every setting,  
you’re welcomed with wide-range sounds 
and a complex, refined presence that’s  
both cutting and smooth. The sound 
character and overdrive amount naturally 
follow your picking dynamics, putting a 
world of subtle tonal changes under your 
fingers. When playing through the OD-1X,  
the tone is so big, bold, and responsive 
that you’ll soon forget you’re plugged into 
a compact overdrive pedal.


